It is common knowledge that the division of the lexicon into ten parts of speech, rooted in the Graeco-Roman tradition, is debatable 1 to such an extent that attempts are being constantly made to develop new and better classifications. The main problem encountered in these attempts is the choice of appropriate division criteria (homogeneous and precise, if possible). 2 The semantic criteria, operative in the 19 th and early 20 th centuries, were abandoned as failing to differentiate between certain lexemes (cf. biały, biało, and biel-the Polish for white [adj.], white/whitely/in white [adv.], and white(ness) [noun]); what appeared instead were proposals to divide the vocabulary according to consistently morphological criteria-the bestknown of these in Polish linguistics is Zygmunt Saloni's (1974). 3 Yet, because these classifications cannot encompass indeclinable lexemes, syntactic classifications are more often developed nowadays; those that should be mentioned include, above all, the classifications proposed by R. Laskowski (1984; 1988) and H. Wróbel (2001), as well as M. Grochowski's (1986b; 
1997) division of indeclinable lexemes. Also noteworthy is the morphological-syntactic classification by Zofia Zaron (2003) and the immensely interesting projects by Jadwiga Wajszczuk (e.g. 2005) . The syntactic divisions of vocabulary mentioned above are functional classifications-ones in which the point of departure is the analysis of syntactic relationships (more precisely: syntactic dependency relationships) that particular lexemes enter into with other sentence components. 4 Consequently, it is the grammatical (functional) classes of lexemes rather than parts of speech that are currently discussed.
Latin grammars and dictionaries still use the traditional list of ten parts of speech, characterized in terms of mixed criteria: semantic, syntactic, and morphological. While this does usually not lead to significant problems with regard to declinable words, the description of indeclinable lexemes raises doubts. The problem is not even that one feels unsatisfied with the labels proposed by contemporary linguistics. The problem is the often striking incompatibility of the descriptions of lexemes with the functions they perform in texts. 5 It therefore seems necessary to revise the descriptions, particularly those of Latin indeclinable lexemes. At the same time, it is obvious that these changes would make sense only if new classifications were introduced in both lexicographic and grammatical description-a new dictionary would have to appear simultaneously with a new grammar. This task is an extremely difficult one to accomplish, not only because it is not easy to develop a correct classification of indeclinable lexemes. This problem can be solved, for example by using (or adjusting) the classifications proposed by Polish linguistics for describing Latin lexemes (which would seem to be possible thanks to the structural similarity between Latin and Polish). What would probably present much greater problems is the assignment of specific lexemes to appropriate classes. These problems stem not only from the fact that it is impossible to develop a perfect classification of vocabulary, based on criteria that would allow for making this kind of assignment each time, but also from the fact that there are many indeclinable lexemes which are not grammatically unambiguous. These difficulties can be exemplified very well by the Latin lexeme prope, whose classification is not at all as obvious as it may seem at first glance. The present paper is an attempt to determine which grammatical category prope can be classified under. For this purpose, I will apply the criteria used in the functional syntactic classifications proposed by Polish linguistics.
Prope (comparative propius, superlative proxime) is generally labeled as an adverb in some uses and as a preposition in others. The data provided by dictionaries and grammars differ quite strongly in details, however. What is common is only the fact that when prope (propius, proxime) occurs without a governed element it is labeled as an adverb, and when it occurs in the positive degree with the governed accusative it is labeled as a preposition. But these are only some of the possible uses of prope reported by grammars and dictionaries, which also provide other information.
According to the historical grammar by Jan Safarewicz (1950, 49-50) , from the beginning of the literary tradition prope ("close") has functioned both as an adverb (when it does not govern case) and as a preposition (when it requires the accusative); first, it expressed place and direction, and later also time. Safarewicz adds that, since Cicero's times, propius and proxime have also sometimes served as prepositions.
Raphael Kühner and Carl Stegmann (1962, 528-529, 577 ) explore mainly the prepositional use of prope in all degrees. Used spatially, temporally, and metaphorically (see examples 34-39 below), it combines with the accusative. When propius and proxime specify place, they may be accompanied by the dative case, by analogy with propinquus. Likewise, prope (as well as propius and proxime), as an antonym of procul, sometimes takes a (ab) with the ablative. Used in this way, however, prope is interpreted as an adverb, just like when it does not govern case.
Hermann Menge (2000: 263) also identifies prope, as well as propius and proxime, as prepositions taking the accusative, but he notes that propius is found performing this function only once in Cicero (see example 26 below). He adds that proxime, by analogy with propinquus, can take the dative; propius did not follow this case government pattern in classical Latin. 6 He also observes that prope, propius, and proxime are sometimes found as adverbs taking a (ab) with the ablative case, but he states that this is the case when prope is accompanied by a form of the verb abesse. 7 In Charlton T. Lewis and Charles Short's Latin-English dictionary (henceforth LDLS) the entry for prope is constructed and the examples are selected in such a way that, at first glance, nothing raises any doubts. As an adverb, prope occurs there in all three degrees and generally does not govern case, except when it takes a (ab) with the ablative. As a preposition it governs the accusative, but in the examples of this function it appears only in the positive degree.
All the morphological and syntactic complexity of prope is shown in the Latin-Polish dictionary by Marian Plezia (henceforth SŁPP). In this case, too, the division into prope as an adverb and prope as a preposition is retained, but prope occurs in all three degrees in the case of both functions. Moreover, as an adverb it does not govern case, but it may also govern the dative, the accusative, and a (ab) with the ablative, while as a preposition it governs the accusative or the dative. Kühner and Stegmann (1962, II, 237-238) , LDLS, and SŁPP take account, though in different ways, of the use of prope (propius) in prope est/adest/fit quando/cum/ut. Thus, as shown by dictionaries and grammars and based on the analysis of the examples provided, it can be concluded that, since Cicero's times, the properties of prope (primarily its syntactic properties, because in more recent classifications it is they that determine the assignment to a particular grammatical class) are as follows:
A. prope (only in the positive) meaning almost, nearly, combines with any part of speech (also postpositionally) and does not govern case:
( As can be seen, the syntactic relationships that prope is involved in are fairly diverse: when it does not govern case, it combines with various parts of speech (points A and B); when it does, it governs not only the accusative (point C) but also the dative (point D) and a (ab) with the ablative (point E). What additionally complicates the issue is the fact that in the majority of usages it is gradable.
The identification of grammatical class seems to be the least problematic in the case of prope as used in point A, meaning almost, nearly. Traditionally, lexemes of this kind were classified as adverbs of degree. In more recent classifications, these gradation operators, 9 together with other lexemes, have been excluded from the class of adverbs on the basis of syntactic criteria. This is because the authors of various classifications agree in assuming that adverbs are lexemes that enter into syntactic relations with verbs (some of them also with adjectives) and distinguish them from lexemes that freely combine with various parts of speech, including nouns. At present, the latter lexemes are usually referred to as particles-this is the name they bear in Grochowski's (1997) , Wróbel's (2001) , Zaron's (2003) , and Bańka's (2002) 10 classifications-or modalizers (Pol. modalizatory), as in the highly popular classification proposed by Laskowski (1998) . 11 The group of gradation operators classified as particles/modalizers due to their syntactic properties is usually distinguished- Laskowski (1998, 64) refers to them as quantifying modalizers (Pol. modalizatory kwantyfikujące) 12 -due to certain semantic limitations imposed on the words they combine with. These are words that denote attributes which are, in some way, gradable. 13 Whatever we call prope when used as in point A (examples 1-12) , it is not a preposition (for obvious reasons-it does not govern case), but it is not an adverb either. It differs from an adverb (in the sense defined above, other than the traditional ones) in that it can combine not only with a verb or an adjective (examples 3 and 4, as well as an adjectival pronoun-examples 5 and 6) but also with a noun (examples 1 and 2), a numeral (examples 7 and 8), and an adverb (examples 9 and 10). 14 The particle/modalizer prope also differs from the adverb prope morphologically: namely, it is non-gradable. Moreover, as a gradation operator, prope seems to impose certain semantic limitations on the words it combines with. Because many characteristics and 11 The difference in collocability between particles/modalizers and adverbs, which these divisions are based on, appears to stem from the fact that these are terms, as it were, from different levels of language (see WAJSZCZUK 2005, 36-72) . Adverbs are terms with object reference, whereas particles are terms with metalinguistic reference. Adverbs are components of sentences, while particles are comments on actualized utterances. "Adverbs are units involved in the organization of the objective contents of the sentence… Because they more precisely specify the meaning of the main verbal predicate, or in fact of the entire predicate-argument structure based on it, as its determinants" (WAJSZCZUK 2005, 63 ; "Przysłówki to jednostki uczestniczące w organizacji treści przedmiotowej zdania… dookreślają bowiem znaczenia głównego predykatu czasownikowego, a właściwie całej struktury predykatowo-argumentowej na nim bazującej, jako jej determinanty"). Particles, by contrast, are operators of the theme-rheme structure of the utterance. "The particle combines with that which is the most important in the utterance; it accompanies the word that is stressed and rhematic in the utterance" (WAJSZCZUK 2005, 69-70; "Partykuła łączy się z tym, co w wypowiedzeniu jest najważniejsze, towarzyszy słowu w wypowiedzeniu akcentowanemu, rematycznemu"). In the Polish linguistic literature, metalinguistic lexemes are very often referred to as function words (Pol. wyrażenia funkcyjne) -see e.g. GROCHOWSKI (1997; 2008) . 12 In an earlier version of the classification of indeclinable lexemes proposed by GROCHOWSKI (1986b, 58-61), they were excluded from the class of particles and made up a separate class called adnominal-adverbial. 13 Due to this difference, WAJSZCZUK (2005, 65-67) distinguishes them from particles and identifies them as a separate class of intensifiers.
14 The fact that they can combine with adverbs is regarded as evidence that gradation operators (intensifiers) are not adverbs (cf. WAJSZCZUK, 2005, 66) . The lexeme very, traditionally named as an example of an adverb combining with an adverb, is also classified under particles.
states are gradable, however, this is not easily perceptible. 15 Grammars and dictionaries only stress that, when used in this way, prope combines with a verb in the perfectum (examples 11 and 12). Combination with the perfective form of a transitive verb is fully understandable from the semantic point of view-in Polish, something may also be "almost done" (Pol. prawie zrobione), and only in rare cases is it "almost being done" (Pol. prawie zrobione). 16 What raises much more doubt is the classification of prope as used in points B, C, D, and E, because it is not clear when it should be regarded as an adverb and when it should be considered a preposition. As mentioned earlier, authors of grammars and dictionaries agree only about the fact that when prope (propius, proxime) appears without the governed element (point B, examples 13-23) it is labeled as an adverb, and when it appears in the positive case with the governed accusative (point C, examples 24, 25, 32-35) it is labeled as a preposition. Prope (propius, proxime) governing the dative (point D, examples 39-43) is usually identified as an adverb as wellfirstly, it is gradable; secondly, Latin prepositions do not take the dative (although in SŁPP the proxime from example 42 is identified as a preposition!). Prope (propius, proxime) governing a (ab) with the ablative (point E, examples 44-49) is also treated as an adverb-it is gradable and it occurs next to a (ab), which is unquestionably a preposition. Various labels are given to propius and proxime governing the accusative (point C, examples 26-31 and 36-38). They are identified as adverbs on some occasions and as prepositions on others, and it is unclear on what grounds. Why, for instance, is propius in example 28 labeled as an adverb in SŁPP, while the one in 29 is a preposition according to Kühner and Stegmann (1962, 528) ? It seems that an arbitrary decision was made, with the morphological criterion prevailing in the former case and the syntactic criterion in the latter. The only identifiable criterion for distinguishing adverbs from prepositions given in syntactic classifications developed for the Polish language that could be applied here is that the latter govern case. 17 These classifications do not include adverbs that govern case, although a certain group of Polish adverbs, derived from the what is known as syncategorematic adjectives, show the same case government as their derivational stems, e.g. podobnie, niepodobnie, stosownie, odpowiednio do kogoś/czegoś (similarly/appropriately to somebody/something, differently from somebody/something) or przyjaźnie, życzliwie, nieprzyjaźnie, wrogo wobec kogoś/czegoś (amicably/towards somebody/something, in a friendly/hostile manner towards somebody/ something). Gradable prepositions are not included in these classifications either. This is understandable, though on the other hand the status of the expressions bliżej czegoś (closer to something) and najbliżej czegoś (the closest to something) as well as dalej od czegoś (further from something) and najdalej od czegoś (the furthest from something) in Polish is also unclear. 18 As a result, these classifications will not be useful here and solutions should be sought elsewhere.
If we assume that prope (propius, proxime) governing the dative and a (ab) with the ablative is an adverb, and if we temporarily ignore the issue of gradability in the case of prope governing the accusative, another essential question arises, concerning the grammatical status of prope and undermining the legitimacy of the solution adopted in grammars and dictionaries. Namely, the question is whether prope that combines with a verb and does not govern case (point B, examples 13, 19, and 20) , which is commonly regarded as an adverb, and prope governing the accusative (point C, examples 24, 25, 32-35) , commonly regarded as a preposition, differ grammatically. The same question concerns the entire group of Latin words that are dually labeled in this way, such as iuxta, supra, infra, intra, extra, ante, post , etc. -without case government they are adverbs, with the governed accusative they are prepositions. In both uses, however, they perform the same function-they identify the place or time of an event, indicating how far it is from the point of reference. The difference between them lies only in the fact that when the point of reference can be correctly identified by the recipient, information about it is left out. This happens when the point of reference has been mentioned before or when it is the same as the time or location when the speech act is taking place. 19 Comparing examples 13 and 24, one can conclude that there is no syntactic difference between prope in sentence 24 and prope in sentence 13. In the latter, it seems that the form me next to prope was simply left out. There is no doubt, however, that in both cases the meaning is that of closeness in relation to the previously specified time: in example 19, night interrupted the conversation soon after it had begun; in example 20, childbirth was close in relation to the time indicated previously in the tale.
Harm Pinkster (1972, 169-178) 20 discusses the relationship between this kind of Latin adverbs and prepositions. He states that is possible either to adhere to the dual treatment they have been given so far or to adopt the view that they constitute a distinct subclass-one that could be called "adverbprepositions." 21 Yet, he does not see any syntactic reasons not to identify them as adverbs. Though it goes against tradition, this solution seems to be more convincing for two reasons. On the one hand, as stated above, these words always connote a point of reference in relation to which the location or time of the event is defined. Consequently, even when this information is left out as obvious to both the sender and the receiver, there is no syntactic difference between them-iuxta (just like the Polish word obok [beside, next to]) always means iuxta aliquem/aliquod (obok kogoś/czegoś [next to somebody/something]). Despite this, it seems they should not be regarded as 20 Pinkster also presents the opinions of various scholars on the diachronic relationship between adverbs and prepositions. As is known, the most widespread view is that prepositions derive from adverbs-see e.g. SINKO (1932, 49) and KURYŁOWICZ (1964, 171) . 21 A different, extreme position is taken by A. BAŃKOWSKI (2000, XIX-XX), who does not acknowledge the existence of prepositions at all, calling them a "fictitious class." Instead, he proposes his own conception of converbia (Pol. konwerbia). What he understands by this term is "those ancient (pre-linguistic) indeclinable wordlets with broad 'directional' meanings, not used on their own and always used together with a verb form (verbum), preceding it in some cases and following it in others. Thus understood, the converbium was (and still is, under the absurd name of preposition) a kind of subspecies of what is known as the verb (verbum)" ["owe pradawne (prajęzykowe) nieodmienne wyrazki o szerokich znaczeniach «kierunkowych,» używane niesamodzielnie, bo zawsze pospołu z formą czasownika (verbum), stawiane raz przed nią, raz po niej". "Tak rozumiane konverbium było (i jest nadal pod niedorzeczną nazwą przyimka) swoistym podgatunkiem (subspecies) tzw. czasownika (verbum)"].
prepositions because, on the other hand, this group of words essentially differs from prepositions such as ex, ab, de, sub, pro, or in. They can never appear without the governed case form-one can say in aliquem/aliquod (wobec kogoś/czegoś [towards somebody/something]), but one cannot say, simply, *in (wobec [towards]). 22 Still, even if we decide not to break with tradition altogether and refuse to go as far as recognizing all those "adverb-prepositions" as adverbs governing the accusative which is subject to contextual ellipsis (although this appears to be precisely what distinguishes them from prepositions), this seems legitimate in the case of prope. Both syntactic and morphological properties of the word argue in favor of this solution. Syntactically, prope differs from the remaining words in this group in that it governs not only the accusative but also the dative, which is not typical of Latin prepositions, as well as the entire prepositional phrase a (ab) with the ablative, which excludes its prepositional nature. The morphological difference has also been mentioned many times: as opposed to all other words of this kind, prope is gradable. 23 This property-i.e. the gradability of prope-is in some way related to one other characteristic indirectly confirming its adverbial nature. Namely, it is known that, in Latin, the comparative and superlative degrees can be used not only relatively, serving the purpose of comparison, 24 but also absolutely. What functionally corresponds to the morphological category of degree in Polish (and not only in Polish) is lexical indicators of degree: the counterpart of the comparative is dość (quite) or zbyt (too), and the counterpart of the superlative is bardzo (very). Gradation operators (particles/modalizers) in turn combine with adverbs, not with prepositions-one can say bardzo blisko domu (proxime domum) [very close to the house], but one cannot say *bardzo obok domu (*valde iuxta domum) [*very next to the house].
In view of the above, it seems legitimate to venture the conclusion that behind the dictionary entry for prope 25 there are two parts of speech; they are, however, 22 CF. PINKSTER (1972, (169) (170) . 23 Of course, this perspective on the issue makes sense only if gradation is assumed to be an inflectional phenomenon-cf. e.g. LASKOWSKI (1998, (85) (86) . 24 The present article does not address the issue of the additional syntactic and semantic connotation (valence) that adverbs acquire in the comparative and superlative degrees when used relatively: somebody/something is close to somebody/something, but closer to somebody/something than somebody/something else and the closest of some other people/things to somebody/something. This is a typical property of gradable adverbs (as well as adjectives) and has no influence on the issues discussed here. Cf. e.g. LASKOWSKI (1998, 85-86) and GÓRSKA (2002) . 25 The question that remains open is whether this is one polysemous lexeme or two homonyms. not adverb and preposition, but adverb and particle. The particle is prope meaning almost, nearly-it then occurs only in the positive degree, does not govern case, and enters into syntactic relationships with various parts of speech. In the remaining cases, prope, with the most general meaning of close (to somebody/something), is a gradable adverb that governs the obligatory identification of a point of reference (in the form of the accusative, the dative, or a prepositional phrase consisting of a (ab) with the ablative), which may nevertheless be subject to contextual ellipsis. What remains to be discussed is the grammatical status of prope (propius) 26 in prope est/adest/fit quando/cum/ut (point F, examples 50-55) .
If prope was used in these expressions only in the positive degree, it could be regarded as a particle (almost, nearly). For instance, in sentence 52 it could refer to the implied adverb ita: prope erat [ita], ut…, 27 but in the case of sentence 54 this is impossible-one cannot say *quid propius fuit [ita] , quam ut… This interpretation should therefore be rejected. An alternative that could possibly be considered is the identification of prope as a modal predicative (Pol. predykatyw). In the functional classifications of vocabulary proposed by Polish linguistics, this term is used to refer to lexemes (treated as homonyms of adverbs) that, like verbs, have a sentence-forming function but differ from verbs in that they do not take a subject in the nominative and, consequently, in that they inflect only for tense and mood; at the same time, they follow a purely analytic inflection pattern (involving forms of the lexeme być [to be]), e.g. miło jest (że…) ["It is nice (that...)"], dobrze byłoby (żeby…) ["It would be good if..."], źle było (gdy...) ["It was bad (when)..."]. 28 This kind of interpretation of such expressions is often challenged, howeverparticularly when combinations with other verbal lexemes are also possible, e.g. zrobiło się miło, dobrze się stało ("it became nice"; "it was fortunate"). Many scholars believe that combinations of this kind consist of two distinct lexemes: verbal and adverbial. 29 This interpretation is more convincing, It is not easy to answer this question because it is not clear so far what polysemy is, what homonymy is, what relationship there is between them, and how these two concepts are related to polyfunctionality-see LYONS (1989, (166) (167) (168) (169) (170) (171) (172) (173) (174) (175) (176) (177) (178) (179) (180) (181) (182) (183) (184) , GROCHOWSKI (1986a) and (1986b, 30-32) . 26 Grammars and dictionaries provide no examples of proxime used in such expressions. Still, because propius does occur in them, the use of the superlative, at least absolute, appears not to be impossible. 27 This seems to be the intuition reflected in KÜHNER AND STEGMANN (1962, II, 237-238) , where clauses beginning with ut after these expressions are interpreted as consecutive. 28 See LASKOWSKI (1998, (60) (61) , cf. BAŃKO (2002, 101-103) . 29 See WIŚNIEWSKI (1994) , SZUPRYCZYŃSKA (1995 ), SALONI (2003 . In fact, scholars even speak of a combination of a verbal lexeme and an adjectival one, because, according to Saloni's (1974) especially as the latter lexemes are gradable. All things considered, it seems legitimate to conclude, consistently with tradition, that prope in prope est/adest/fit quando/cum/ut is also a (predicative) adverb. Another issue, which needs to be considered separately, is what types of clauses these expressions connote.
The discussion presented in this article concerning the grammatical interpretation of only one lexeme shows what a difficult task it is. The solution proposed here-which differs from the traditional one, most generally speaking, in that in none of the usage patterns is prope identified as a preposition-certainly should not be treated as final. The aim of the article is rather to provoke debate on the description of Latin indeclinable words, which, in the future, might result in a more complete characterization of these lexemes, taking account of the valuable solutions developed by contemporary linguistics. 
Summary
This paper seeks to revise the description of the grammatical properties of the Latin lexeme prope, which are fundamental for its inclusion in specific classes of words (parts of speech). The change proposed here amounts to saying that behind the entry prope there are two parts of speech, and that they are not adverb and preposition but adverb and particle. The particle is prope, meaning almost, nearly-it occurs in the positive degree, does not govern case, and is syntactically related to various parts of speech. In the remaining cases, prope most generally means near (somebody / something); it is a gradable adverb that governs an obligatory point of reference (in the form of the accusative, the dative, or the prepositional phrase a [ab] with the ablative). This point of reference may, however, be subject to context-dependent ellipsis when the recipient has an opportunity to reliably reconstruct it.
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